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View From The Top

Editor - Amy Saunders
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Mind your head!
I read an interesting fact recently: No human has yet been killed by space junk.
Five Japanese sailors were reportedly injured in 1969, and one woman in the USA
was grazed by a rocket fragment in 1997, but not one human has died. How can that be possible?

The answer is a combination of the responsibility of existing space users – most of whom are extremely careful to cause
as little harm as possible to the space environment, or indeed the Earth beneath it – and the fact that, despite global
population warnings, most of the Earth remains uninhabited. After all, the surface is largely water, so beyond the smattering
of fishing vessels, cruise ships, oil tankers, etc., we’re really not taking up that much space.

As the global population grows, and with it, the number of satellites in orbit, the threat to human life expands. Looking
ahead, the threat of space junk is about to expand exponentially; with tens of thousands of small satellites due for launch in
the next decade, many of which have no clear retirement plan, the threat to human life is about to become a lot more real.
Unlike the large GEO communications satellites, which have a 15-year lifespan and are almost always moved to a graveyard
orbit at their end of life, this new wave of small LEO and MEO satellites are good for only 1-5 years each, and many cannot
be moved out of the way at the end of their lifetime. Additionally, due to the threat of debris to other existing satellites in orbit,
some newer models are now being designed to fall out of orbit sooner than ever before to prevent a ‘Gravity’-like situation in
which space becomes unusable.

All this adds up to a lot more space junk falling out of the sky. Of course, much of it will burn up upon re-entry into the
atmosphere, but there will always be pieces that do not. So, will we soon be going about our business equipped with steel
umbrellas? Given that the speed of re-orbiting space junk is enough to penetrate a house, there really is no way for the
everyday citizen to protect themselves, assuming that they don’t live in a subway tunnel or nuclear bunker.

In due course, we can expect to see the first human fatalities as a direct result of the satellite industry. A sobering thought
for the start of the year!
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SES’s and Gilat Telecom’s resilient network restores
connectivity in Africa
High-performance internet connectivity was restored in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) within just four days
after the West Africa Cable System (WACS) undersea cable
cut, thanks to the combined efforts of Gilat Telecom and SES,
the companies have announced.

The recent cable cuts affected much of Sub-Saharan
Africa, causing internet outages and slow speeds. The swift
restoration to bring the service back to Gilat Telecom’s DRC
customers was achieved by leveraging unparalleled high-
throughput, low-latency O3b Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)
satellite capabilities.

“High-throughput, low-latency satellite solutions and
applications enabled by SES have proved their reliability and
performance, drastically changing the connectivity landscape
in the DRC over the past years. It has now been the fifth
consecutive year that we are delivering highly reliable
seamless services thanks to MEO, reaching underserved and
unserved locations where fibre cannot be deployed or has
been compromised. This has been revolutionary for the MNOs
we serve, who are now able to deploy services that require
low latency,” said Dan Zajicek, CEO of Gilat Telecom.

An O3b MEO system customer of SES since 2014, and
the first in Africa, Gilat Telecom recently expanded its
partnership with SES to provide more bandwidth to rural areas
and extend services beyond Kinshasa and Lubumbashi,
reaching unserved or underserved Kisangani, Mbuji-Mayi and
Bunia, to customers such as Orange DRC. Under the new
agreement, Gilat Telecom is using multiple Gbps of bandwidth
on the O3b system and is now also adding services via SES’s
Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites. The expanded
capabilities enabled by SES’s multi-orbit fleet will allow Gilat
Telecom to deploy 4G/LTE networks and support cloud
computing services, even in the remotest areas of the DRC.

“With the extension of MEO and addition of the GEO-
enabled capability, we can now achieve even more, serving
the exponentially growing demand in more locations, by
seamlessly integrating terrestrial and satellite technologies
that effectively complement each other,” Zajicek said.

“Supporting Gilat Telecom’s efforts in extending high-
performance connectivity throughout the DRC has been a great
privilege for us, and we are proud to have been enabling this
transformational endeavour with O3b’s fibre-like connectivity
solutions over the past years,” said Carole Kamaitha, Vice
President, Sales Africa at SES Networks. “We cannot be more
excited to see our longstanding partner and early adopter of
O3b MEO growing, while unlocking more and more
opportunities for MNOs in the DRC, this time taking advantage
of the multi-orbit network that combines the benefits of MEO
low-latency with the incredible reach of GEO.”

Azercosmos and Infostellar to enter into ground station
partnership
Azerbaijan Satellite Operator Azercosmos and Japanese
ground segment service provider, Infostellar, have signed an
agreement that will enable Infostellar customers access to
their satellite constellations from the Azercosmos Ground
Station (AGS), located in the Absheron peninsula.

AGS is ideally positioned at the unique location between
Europe and Asia. Being a universal ground station, AGS
provides satellite operators with secure, highly reliable
services, enabling a real-time transmission environment for
satellites in low earth orbit. AGS has the capacity to provide

on-demand and continuous services to all global satellite
operators.

The station consists of a 5.5m S/X-band antenna system
and a network infrastructure that makes it compact and
versatile. IP connection to two backbone optical lines provides
network resilience and redundancy. Moreover, AGS has the
ability to be flexible in terms of system configuration and
modulation, based on the technical requirements of
customers.

Azercosmos CEO and Chairman Rashad Nabiyev said,
“We feel very happy about having a Japanese space
communications infrastructure company Infostellar among our
partners. It is of great importance for us to provide high,
secure, and reliable services to our customers together with
such a young, energized and, most importantly, a professional
team.”

Mr Nabiyev added “Azercosmos is the only satellite
operator in the Caucasus, and its Ground Station is located
in a very strategic position, in the spot where East meets
West. That is why integrating the StellarStation platform with
the Ground Station will create an excellent condition for
organizations to get secure access to the satellites that pass
over our coverage area.”

Infostellar’s CEO, Naomi Kurahara, said, “It is important
to have a ground station in the right location for delivering
satellite remote sensing images at the right time. Azercosmos'
ground station is located in a unique position, which with our
platform, will allow satellite operators to design and deploy a
strategic ground station network for their satellite data
intelligence service. We are very happy to improve the
coverage of our platform together with Azercosmos'
professional, reliable ground station team.”

Airbus unveils new portfolio of Earth observation
satellites
Airbus has redefined its portfolio of turnkey Earth observation
systems, specifically designed for the international market.
Responding to current market trends, the company now offers
a portfolio of end-to-end systems that complies with the
increasing variety of user requirements and business models
of its customers.

Photo courtesy of SES/Business Wire
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This new portfolio encompasses off-the-shelf products
ranging from the constellation-ready S250 optical and S250
radar all the way to absolute-high-end systems with the S850
radar and the S950 optical. It also includes the S450 optical,
formerly known as the AstroBus-S.

“The success of our AstroBus products has confirmed
our decision of about five years ago, when we started to
propose largely standardized satellite systems for the
international market,” said Laurent Jaffart, Head of Strategy,
Corporate and New Business Development for Airbus Space
Systems, during this week’s Global Space and Technology
Conference in Singapore. “Customers appreciate the easy
access to flight-proven technology, available quickly and
offering excellent value-for-money.”

“Today’s market shows a growing demand for optimized
revisit rates as well as an increasing need for highly reliable
and detailed information,” added Jaffart. “The fact that we
are able to combine our latest
technological advancements with the
experience collected in decades of
technological leadership, enables us
to define a portfolio that offers the
right solution for every customer.”

The portfolio comprises:

• The constellation-ready S250
optical and S250 radar, two
small satellites that benefit from
Airbus’ most recent
advancements in the New Space
sector (as also applied
in the production of OneWeb
satellites), with the French
CO3D four-satellite constellation
being the first to build
on this product.

• The flight-proven S450 optical,
recently selected for the
PerúSAT-1 (launched in 2016)
and THEOS 2 (launch
planned in 2021) programmes.

• The S850 radar, a highly
sophisticated radar system
whose technological capabilities
enable advanced
applications both in the
observation domain and in
scientific contexts.

• The S950 optical, a high-end
optical satellite that is also
the base for Airbus’ own Pléiades
Neo four-satellite
constellation (starting in 2020).

Airbus continues to be the
preferred supplier for complete Earth
observation systems. Customers can
choose to include elements such as
applications and operations training,
in-orbit-delivery, a complete ground
segment, etc. into their Ear th
observation programme.

On top of that, they can benefit
from immediate access to the Airbus

Constellation, during satellite construction phase and beyond.
Since the launch of its first Earth observation satellite in

1986, Airbus has successfully built and delivered almost 60
Earth observation satellite systems, accumulating well over
400 years of in-orbit operation time.

Not a single one of these satellites has ever failed in orbit
and Airbus satellites regularly exceed their originally
scheduled lifetime, often by several years. Airbus is also the
World’s number 1 supplier of Earth observation satellite
systems for international customers.
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NSSLGlobal Technologies delivers improved QoS and
bandwidth efficiency for RADIOCOM sites
NSSLGlobal Technologies, the R&D arm of the NSSLGlobal
group, has announced a new contract with Societatea
Nationala de Radiocomunicatii S.A (National
Radiocommunications Company S.A.) - RadioCom.

RADIOCOM is a leader in the terrestrial broadcasting
market (transport and broadcasting of radio and TV programs)
and one of the main providers of networks and data
transmission services in Romania. RADIOCOM owns Earth
Stations at the Cheia Satellite Communications Centre - the
most important gate for incoming and outgoing data, voice
and radio transmissions and video communications in
Romania.

RadioCom turned to NSSLGlobal for improved Quality of
Service (QoS) and bandwidth efficiency of their VSAT
network, both Hub and terminals, with high-performance
SatLink Hub and Modem technology.

The contract will see NSSLGlobal Technologies supply
RadioCom with its SatLink 2000 modems and a carrier class
SatLink Hub (SL 9800) with dual beam compatibility. One
beam will support 250 sites and the core Hub infrastructure.
The second beam will support 900 remote sites that form a
new SCADA network for a key RadioCom customer.

SCADA systems are used to monitor and control a plant
or equipment in industries such as oil and gas as well as
telecommunications, water and waste control, energy and
transportation. The oil and gas industry demand efficient and
reliable high-throughput connectivity for linking headquarters
IT systems, technical experts, pipeline facilities, and infield
and offshore drilling platforms to each other. As terrestrial
infrastructure for communication purposes is often

inadequate or non-existent in the remote and harsh
environments identified with this industry, service providers
are depending on alternative effective communication
solutions.

NSSLGlobal Technologies’ SatLink Hub and Modem
technology is therefore pivotal in helping RadioCom operate
efficiently by delivering high performance, cost-effective,
always-on voice, data and multimedia communications for
its widely distributed sites and remote locations. Engineered
to support a variety of services, the SatLink systems have
been implemented for SCADA and other low data rate
applications.

Eugen Brad, RadioCom’s CEO, comments: “NSSLGlobal
showed true professionalism and expertise during the entire
competitive tender process, which gave them the edge over
the four other companies involved in selecting our VSAT
technology provider. NSSLGlobal provided a high-level
commercial proposition tailored to our specifications and
technical requirements and also gave us the confidence we
needed to develop our services portfolio, including those for
SCADA systems.

The SatLink technology offered the improved QoS and
bandwidth efficiency that we needed for our network, and
the high levels of project management and technical support
services that we’ll receive from the in-house experts around
the clock was a major element for our business road map.”

Nikolaj Hvegholm, CEO of NSSLGlobal Technologies:
“This is an exciting win for NSSLGlobal Technologies, as we
continue to forge our reputation as an engineering
powerhouse. We displaced the incumbent’s network with our
trusted and reliable SatLink technology. We gave RadioCom
the confidence they needed in our engineering capabilities
and 24/7 support services, and as a result, we secured
RadioCom as a valuable customer. We offered efficiencies
by delivering a solution which was tailored to their needs
and it is also testament to our skills in providing a suitable
infrastructure to meet the needs for SCADA regulations.”

As part of the contract, NSSLGlobal is providing the
SatLink Network Management System as well as full 24/7/
365 technical support services.

NGMN Alliance and ESOA members collaborate to extend
rural connectivity with non-terrestrial
The Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance in
collaboration with members of the EMEA Satellite Operators
Association (ESOA) have progressed the development of
Non-Terrestrial Networks (NTNs) as 3GPP enhances 5G to
support non-terrestrial access in their Release 17 work
programme.

Providing a convincing case for the implementation of NTN
technology, the NGMN Alliance worked with key ESOA
members Avanti, Echostar, Inmarsat, Intelsat, One Web, and
Thales Alenia Space, to successfully demonstrate to 3GPP
that space-based networks provide an effective alternative
for network connection beyond traditional deployment
methods, especially in rural areas. “It was a great achievement
to make an impact on 3GPP’s decision to include NTN in the
Release 17 work programme through the NGMN Alliance
NTN Position Paper, which demonstrates technological
integration between terrestrial and non-terrestrial networks
to significantly progress the extension of network coverage”
said Sebastien Jeux (Orange), lead of NGMN Project
“Extreme Long Range Communication for Deep Rural
Coverage”.

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock
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The paper highlights the requirement for mobile network
operators (MNOs) to integrate space-based systems into their
networks.

“We are proud to demonstrate the potential of the
integration of terrestrial and NTNs to provide internet and
mobile broadband services to users in harder to reach areas
such as coastlines, forests, deserts and mountains,” said Dr.
Peter Meissner, CEO of the NGMN Alliance. “By 2025, we
envision the full deployment of NTNs to meet the challenges
of mobile network operators and vertical industries in terms
of reachability, availability and resilience which will make a
significant difference to the extension of 5G connectivity.”

Integrating space-based systems with existing terrestrial
networks enables mobile network operators to overcome the
challenge of signal quality and roaming capabilities in
underserved areas.

In the 5G world, terrestrial and non-terrestrial networks
will further complement each other including utilizing
integrated 5G direct satellite access to conventional
smartphones in order to deliver superior coverage to users.

Several use cases were also identified for new satellite-
based services in the absence of conventional cellular
coverage. These go beyond rural broadband and vehicular
connectivity to include geostationary orbit satellite (GEO)
fixed Internet of Things (IoT) direct connectivity, which will
aid farming, sensing, asset tracking and oil and gas vertical
markets. Ultimately, the development will facilitate the
movement towards advanced public safety and smart cities.

The paper further assesses reliability and efficiency with
regards to the feasibility of service transmission between user
equipment (Class 3 UE, Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)
UE and IoT devices) and NTN platforms such as satellites -
both GEO and non-geostationary (NGSO) - and high-altitude

platforms (HAPs), concluding that NTNs can provide direct
mobile broadband access.

NGMN will continue deeper NTN analysis based on the
requirements of mobile network operators expressed in this
White Paper, jointly with all industry stakeholders.

Photo courtesy of Wright Studio/Shutterstock
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STN: Inspiring the engineers of
tomorrow
The satellite sector is very much an aging industry; highly experienced engineers are increasingly
coming into their retirement years, and not being replaced with enough new talent. This is a
problem industry wide, but particularly in the teleport market, as outlined by Andrej Lovsin, CEO
at STN.

The youth represent our future. It’s often said, but it is the
truth – and therefore it is so important that we, as an industry,
acknowledge and encourage ambition in the teleport industry.
Ours may be a niche sector, but it has so much to offer and
it’s such an exciting industry to be involved with, especially
at the moment. Look at the developments that are going on –
high throughput satellite (HTS), the emergence of massive
low Earth orbit (LEO) constellations and a shift from our
traditional video business to data. It’s an exciting time to be
involved in an industry that has had to re-invent itself and
ensure that its unique capabilities remain relevant.

Since our teleport was established, STN has always been
very keen to engage young minds and to eventually enable
them to progress to a career in engineering. We have often
heard the lament that there are not enough young people
coming into our industry and that things need to change,
and at STN, we agree. It is critical that we encourage the

next generation to take an interest in technology as it is set
to play a critical role in our future and our evolving user
requirements  – 5G, M2M, IoT, the Cloud, virtual networks
and AI, machine learning and data trading.

Educational hand
As a progressive and forward-thinking company, we have
always extended an educational hand to the next generation
of technical experts. STN has collaborated closely with the
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, over the last 11 years and
we open our doors on an annual basis to professors and
their students studying the field of engineering, of radiation,
optics and to other young people who might be inspired by a
tour of our teleport.

Assistant Professor Boštjan Batagelj, Ph.D has visited
STN many times with his students who find it to be extremely
valuable. “My interest in collaborating with STN increased in

stn.pmd 14/02/2020, 11:478
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2009, when I was part of the group of people in Slovenia
who established a Centre of Excellence in the field of space
technologies,” said Professor Batagelj. “Now we have an
established collaboration between the University of Ljubljana
and STN for more than 10 years. We collaborate by
exchanging measurement equipment, ideas, knowledge and
of course annual visits to the company by students from the
Information and Communication Department at the Faculty
of Electrical Engineering.”

Professor Batagelj also commented on the reaction that
the tour provokes from the students: “Their increased interest
is reflected in the many questions they have when viewing
the company’s premises,” explains the Professor. “The
multitude of questions and the exact professional answers
of the STN engineers usually prolong the visit for at least an
additional hour. Of course, they are most fascinated by the
large number of satellite dishes located at the company
premises. And last but not least, the expertise of the STN
engineers, who make all this broadcast-over-satellite work,
and keep it working 24/7.”

Encouragingly, the Professor also sees an increase in
the number of women taking up engineering careers,
something that STN is keen to promote through its visits. “At
the Faculty of Electrical Engineering in Ljubljana the
percentage of female students has been increasing in the
past 10 years,” said Professor Batagelj. “We are very happy
with this shift and know some very professional female
engineers. Their dedicated work leads them to great rewards.
They have a lot of enthusiasm and strong commitment to
problem solving.”

Time in the field
Spending time in an environment in which we are constantly
innovating demonstrates how young people themselves can
develop and focus on future technology, shaping the ideas
that will take us into the next, exciting era.

STN also reaches out further to the Vocational College of
Telecommunications and Lecturer, Dr Patrik Ritoša, a mentor
of our latest group of visiting students, explained how they
gained great insight into the teleport business from their visit:
“From the business model overview, through to the
communication and technology segments, to the

management system, it was very interesting,” said Dr Ritoša.
“It was fascinating to see some of the many externally heated
and electromechanically-driven 9m large satellite antennas
on site, which are connected to the communication centre
with a massive array of video transcoders for the preparation
of video streams. We got to see how it was all monitored and
controlled from the management centre on numbers of TV
monitors for video quality, transport state and alarms.”

The visit to STN stimulated interest in the complex
communication chain of worldwide video content delivery. The
students were inspired by the variety of different technologies
used such as satellites, optics, packet transport, coding and
the overall business model employed by STN.

Sometimes, inspiration comes from seeing someone that
has taken a similar journey. When the University welcomed
STN into its classrooms to deliver a presentation to its
students, an ex-student, Jurij Blazin, who joined STN fresh
from the University and now holds the position of Technical
Director, was only too happy to share his experience.

“When I first heard about STN I had just graduated from
the college of Telecommunications,” said Jurij. “The company
was really one-of-a-kind in the region and I found both the
technology and the business intriguing. It was all very high-
tech and even at that time the industry was evolving quickly
and with it came the speedy growth of the company. I
continued to further develop my education in the field
throughout my years with STN under the mentorship of one
of the owners and I was very proud to return to the college
where I studied to present who we are and what our business
is to the current students as Technical Director.”

The communication and broadcast challenges that face
us are significant, yet very exciting. The way in which we
communicate, the way we use devices, the way we consume
the Internet, how we access information, how data is obtained
and processed is all changing rapidly, and we need to be
equipped for these changes. Therefore, we must be sure that
we, as an industry, encourage and mentor young up-and-
coming engineers that have a passion. We must nurture them
so that they feel inspired for the future and want to be the
force for change. At STN, we are proud to support our future
telecommunication and broadcast engineers, both male and
female, and to enable them to grow and thrive.
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A cyber resilient world
Cybersecurity is old hat; we all understand why it’s important to protect our data from those with malicious intent,
and most people are aware of the large-scale attacks on commercial corporations, governments and defence, and
the need for these groups to protect themselves too. Cyber resiliency, namely built-in resistance to cyber-attacks, is
becoming increasingly prevalent throughout the commercial and government worlds, responding to the ever-growing
threat we face today. Jill Durfee, Technology Correspondent explains.

The level of connectivity available today has completely
revolutionised the way the world works. From how we manage
our banking, utilities and shopping through to socialising,
entertainment and travel etc., the world is a very different
place to the one we lived in just ten years ago. Being able to
manage so many different aspects of our lives online comes
with its own risks though; instead of violent crimes such as
theft, consumers are increasingly at risk from cyber criminals,
who hack bank accounts and send out phishing emails;
likewise, identity thieves no longer have to go dumpster diving
for discarded bank statements, since they can now find all
this information online, with only a small amount of knowledge
and skill.

For the average consumer, it can be a living nightmare
for years to recover from identity theft or hacked banking
details. However, the implications for government and defence
are much more severe. Should one piece of data be misplaced
or stolen, the ramifications can be extremely wide-reaching,
and in some of the more extreme examples, life-threatening

for hundreds or thousands of personnel. Never before in
history has data security been such a vital aspect of day-to-
day operations within government and military spheres.
Everything from troop movements, voting systems and the
location of top-secret materials is at stake.

Of course, one of the biggest challenges in cybersecurity
is the rapidly evolving nature of security risks. Simply
speaking, threats are advancing faster than we can keep up
with, and there is no one-size-fits-all cybersecurity solution.
Indeed, effective cybersecurity includes a collection of
technologies and processes to protect networks,
programmes, computers and data from attack or unauthorised
access. Both physical and cyber threats must be guarded
against to ensure the essential delivery of services.
Accordingly, governments must focus on all aspects of
cybersecurity, and retain advice and technologies from a
variety of vendors. This can lead to complicated systems with
a very large number of players working to different levels,
leading to confusion and ineffective coverage.
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Cyber-attacks in 2019
According to the Centre for Strategic & International Studies
(CSIS), 2019 was a big year for digital breaches, with the
following highlights reported:

• January: US prosecutors unsealed indictments against
Huawei and its CFO Meng Wanzhou alleging crimes
ranging from wire and bank fraud to obstruction of justice
and conspiracy to steal trade secrets.

• February: Prior to the Vietnam summit of Kim Jong Un
and Donald Trump, North Korean hackers targeted South
Korean institutions in a phishing campaign using
documents related to the diplomatic event as bait; state-
sponsored hackers were caught in the early stages of
gaining access to computer systems of several political
parties as well as the Australian Federal Parliament.

• March: North Korean hackers targeted an Israeli security
firm as part of an industrial espionage campaign; Russian
hackers targeted several European government agencies
ahead of EU elections; the UN Security Council reported
that North Korea had used state-sponsored hacking to
evade international sanctions, stealing US$670 million in
foreign currency and cryptocurrency in 2015-2018;
following an attack on Indian military forces in Kashmir,
Pakistani hackers targeted almost 100 Indian government
websites and critical systems - Indian officials reported
that they engaged in offensive cyber measures to counter
the attacks.

• April: Ukrainian military and government organizations
were targeted as part of a campaign by hackers from the
Luhansk People’s Republic, a Russia-backed group that
declared independence from Ukraine in 2014; hackers
used spoofed email addresses to conduct a disinformation
campaign in Lithuania to discredit the Defense Minister
by spreading rumours of corruption; the Finnish police
probed a denial of service attack against the web service
used to publish the vote tallies from Finland’s elections;
Iranian hackers reportedly undertook a hacking campaign
against banks, local government networks, and other
public agencies in the UK.

• May: The Israeli Defense Forces launched an airstrike
on the Hamas after a failed attempt to hack Israeli targets.

• June: The US launched offensive cyber operations
against Iranian computer systems used to control missile

and rocket launches; Iran announced that it had exposed
and helped dismantle an alleged CIA-backed cyber
espionage network across multiple countries; government
organizations in two Middle Eastern countries were
targeted by Chinese state-sponsored hackers.

• July: Capital One revealed that a hacker accessed data
on 100 million credit card applications, including Social
Security and bank account numbers; encrypted email
service provider ProtonMail was hacked by a state-
sponsored group looking to gain access to accounts held
by reporters and former intelligence officials conducting
investigations of Russian intelligence activities; a Chinese
hacking group targeted government agencies across
East Asia involved in information technology, foreign
affairs, and economic development; Libya arrested two
men who were accused of working with a Russian troll
farm to influence the elections in several African countries;
Croatian government agencies were targeted in a series
of attacks by unidentified state-sponsored hackers.

• August: China distributed malware to Uyghur populations
using previously undisclosed exploits for Smartphones;
Chinese state-sponsored hackers targeted multiple US
cancer institutes to take information relating to cutting
edge cancer research; North Korean hackers conducted
a phishingcampaign against foreign affairs officials in at
least three countries, with a focus on those studying North
Korean nuclear efforts and related international sanctions;
Huawei technicians helped government officials in two
African countries track political rivals and access
encrypted communications; the Czech Republic
announced that the country’s Foreign Ministry had been
the victim of a cyberattack by an unspecified foreign state;
networks at several Bahraini government agencies and
critical infrastructure providers were infiltrated by hackers
linked to Iran; Russian hackers used vulnerable IoT
devices like a printer, VOIP phone, and video decoder to
break into high-value corporate networks; a seven-year
campaign by an unidentified Spanish-language espionage
group resulted in the theft of sensitive mapping files from
senior officials in the Venezuelan Army.

• September: Huawei accused the US government of
hacking into its intranet and internal information systems
to disrupt its business operations.

• October: An Israeli cybersecurity firm sold spyware used
to target senior government and military officials in at least
20 countries by exploiting a vulnerability in WhatsApp; a
state-sponsored hacking campaign knocked more than
2,000 websites offline across Georgia, including
government and cour t websites containing case
materials and personal data; the NSA and GCHQ found
that a Russian cyberespionagecampaign had used an
Iranian hacking group’s tools and
infrastructure to spy on Middle Eastern targets; Chinese
hackers targeted entities in Germany, Mongolia,
Myanmar, Pakistan, and Vietnam, individuals involved in
UN Security Council resolutions regarding ISIS, and
members of religious groups and cultural exchange non-
profits in Asia; Iranian hackers conducted a series of
attacks against the Trump campaign, as well as current
and former US Government officials, journalists, and
Iranians living abroad.Photo courtesy of Shutterstock
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• November: Iranian hackers targeted the accounts of
employees at major manufacturers and operators of
industrial control systems.

The common thread amongst the above highlighted
stories is one of Chinese and Russian, often state-sponsored,
hackers attempting to gain extremely secure information vital
to national security and intellectual property. Of course, many
more countries have also been named as taking part in cyber-
attacks last year, and the conflict with Huawei is still yet to be
resolved satisfactorily. The nature of the threats – election
rigging, theft of sensitive IP, the dissemination of false news,
and out-and-out government and individual espionage – is a
particular concern to us all.

Assessing cyber resiliency
Cyber resiliency is becoming an increasingly important topic
when it comes to the cybersecurity environment, particularly
within the government and defence sectors. With resiliency
built-in, more attention can be focused on the more skilled
and high-threat attacks, while less serious or well-planned
attacks are naturally rebuffed.

Indeed, the US Government in particular is renewing its
focus on cyber resiliency, particularly on the weapons front,
with the 2016 National Defense Authorization Act requiring
all weapons to start to be assessed for cyber vulnerabilities.
While thousands of companies across the world hold
competency and even excellency in protecting computers
and networks from cyber-attacks, there are in fact very few
equipped with the expertise to perform the same task in
complex weapons systems. In line with this act, Raytheon
has won contracts to find and fix cyber vulnerabilities in the
US Air Force’s F-15 fighter and C-130 transport fleets,
although much about the deal remains confidential.

Another entity working with the US Government on cyber
resiliency is Lockheed Martin, which in August 2019 piloted
a first-of-its-kind model that standardizes how to measure
the cyber resiliency maturity of a weapon, mission, and/or
training system anywhere in its lifecycle – the Cyber
Resiliency Level model (CRL). Cyber resiliency, the ability to
anticipate, withstand, recover from and adapt to changing
conditions in order to maintain the functions necessary for
mission effective capability, has until now lacked a common
method for its discussion and assessment.

To apply the model, engineers work with US and allied
military program stakeholders on a series of risk and
engineering assessments. The CRL provides increased
visibility into the current state of risk and produces a
customized, risk-mitigation roadmap that shows how to
increase a system's CRL to a more desirable level.

“Today's software-based military systems and a global
supply chain make securing military systems a complex
problem to solve,” said Jim Keffer, Director of Cyber, Lockheed
Martin Government Affairs. “With the CRL, we can now
leverage existing risk management frameworks to effectively
measure and communicate resiliency across six categories
we know are important to our customers. The release of this
model builds on Lockheed Martin's enduring commitment to
mission assurance and will ultimately help the warfighter
operate in cyber-contested environments.”

A secure future
Cybersecurity has never been as important as it is today.
With attacks becoming increasingly sophisticated, and the
number of hackers, particularly state-sponsored, growing at
an alarming rate, the threat level is on the rise. The physical
battlefield is now just one aspect of the warfighting arena,
with digital playing an increasingly significant role in a nation’s
domain.

Malicious attacks on government and defence sectors,
as well as on commercially sensitive private entities, are
growing into a larger challenge than any time before in history.
While training and new cybersecurity tools are on the up in
almost very sector, intruders too are getting to grips with new
tools and techniques for causing havoc.

Increasingly, networks, systems and software are being
designed with cyber resiliency built in, while older hardware,
such as vessels, tanks and aircraft, are having assessments
and fixes being built in ad hoc. Accordingly, prices are on the
rise and demand is booming; great news for commercial
entities operating in the cybersecurity sphere, but not so good
for those governments who have to find increasingly large
amounts of funds.Photo courtesy of Shutterstock/Titima Ongkantong
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Q&A Advantech Wireless Technologies

Tony Radford, Vice President
Global Sales at Advantech
Wireless Technologies

Taurus Line - 500W Ku-Band GaN based SSPA/BUC

Q&A Advantech Wireless Technologies

Q
&

A

Question: The space sector is in the
midst of a golden era of innovation;
change is coming on all fronts, and
with remarkable speed. What’s your
assessment of the space and
satellite sectors as they stand right
now?
Tony Radford: I have been in the
satcom industry for 40 years and I don’t
recall having seen the industry being
pulled in so many directions at the same
time. Innovation in our industry used to
happen at a much slower pace.

With the advent of CubeSats,

SmallSats and whatever else gets spun
into LEO, everything is being affected
one way or another. Spacecraft designs,
ground stations, antennas, launch
vehicles – even the way services are
accessed is changing. Today, seamless
global ubiquity is the goal along with
unlimited data rates and as close to zero
link latency as you can get.

Question: With so much change well
underway, what will Advantech’s role
be within such a rapidly developing
sector going forwards?
Tony Radford: As has always been the
case, satellite architecture defines what
we do on the ground. The focus on LEO
and MEO constellations is changing
everything we do in satcom, whether it’s
RF amplifiers and converters, antennas,
launch services, satellite tracking or
comms architecture. When you consider
all of that along with the push for 5G,
attempting to survive on legacy
technology and products is futile.
Advantech’s R&D team is constantly
innovating to ensure our products keep
up with (and ahead of) these trends.

As one of the world’s largest
suppliers of satcom products, we have
a sizeable design team currently
engaged in new product development.
In addition to the sustainment of our
broad portfolio, thanks to our deep
experience in passive component
design, we’re pushing solid state RF
power levels to new heights with
proprietary combining structures.

Established in 1988, Advantech Wireless Technologies designs,
manufactures and deploys satellite and terrestrial wireless
communications equipment for broadband connectivity,
broadcast solutions, video contribution/distribution, mobile 3G,
5G, LTE backhaul, DTH & DTT, and MIL-Satcom. Advantech’s
product portfolio consists of next generation GaN-based Solid
State Power Amplifiers (SSPAs), Block-Up Converters (SSPBs),
frequency converters, terrestrial microwave products, Pulsed
Amplifiers for Radar Applications, Transmitter and Transceiver
products, as well as RF Passive Components and integrated
systems. Tony Radford, Vice President Global Sales at
Advantech Wireless Technologies, opines on the present day
satcoms sector, and Advantech’s place within it.

Golden era of innovation
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SUMMIT - High-Power, Modular, Soft-Fail Redundant SSPA Systems

Our digital design team is preparing
to launch a complete refit of our monitor
and control platform to CAN Bus, a
move that promises exponentially
greater speed and status monitoring
down to the device level. This is
particularly critical for our new Summit
II and Olympus high-power SSPA
systems. With the need for ever
increasing bandwidth and power, we’re
always looking for new devices and
techniques that will allow us to continue
to be leaders in this industry.

Question: In April 2019, Advantech
announced the official opening of its
Advantech Wireless Technologies
Centre of Excellence in Kirkland,
Quebec. What can you tell us about
this new facility and the implications
for the company?
Tony Radford: When we combined the
R&D resources of Advantech and Alga,
it was decided that the best way to
ensure coordination and process
efficiency was to centralize in one
location. Our Tech Center is treated like
a separate entity whereby everything

related to R&D can be accounted for
on a free-standing basis. We currently
have three R&D labs that are part of
our new center.

Question: In 2019 we saw the release
of Advantech’s new line of Solid-
State Power Amplifiers and Block Up
Converters; what improvements
does this new product line deliver
compared to previous iterations?
Tony Radford: Shortly after Baylin’s
acquisition of Advantech, Alga
Microwave was acquired, giving us two
product portfolios with overlap in some
bands and power levels. This prompted
us to critique both brands so we could
standardize on the best models, based
on performance, cost and
manufacturability.

Advantech has always been known,
particularly for high power amplifiers,
whereas Alga’s legacy has been in low
to medium power, at least as far as
mainstream production is concerned.
Alga brought an extensive library of
microwave passives, along with
sophisticated modelling and prototyping

tools. Last year, we announced the
release of a new 1kW Ku-band SSPB
that is truly a hybrid of Advantech’s high-
power RF circuit design coupled with a
new combining assembly developed by
Alga.

Our new Summit II soft-fail,
redundant SSPA system is slated for
launch next quar ter. Summit II
represents the culmination of everything
new at Advantech – high-power SSPAs
with Alga combining and high-
performance monitoring and control
based on CAN Bus M&C.

Question: What new technologies is
Advantech considering for its next
round of innovation?
Tony Radford: Since Ka-band is
forming the basis for many, if not most,
of the new satell ite platforms,
Advantech has a team specifically
dedicated to the design and
development of a new line of Ka-band
RF modules and BUCs. Our new RF
combining designs will grant us the
ability to achieve high levels of RF
output power with modular architecture
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that will permit cost effective sparing
and field maintenance.

All of our new products are designed
around our CAN Bus M&C platform.
Commonality will simplify the integration
of our products into ear th station
networks regardless of their heritage –
Advantech or Alga.

The recent launch of Olympus high-
power redundant and phase combined
system indicates our never-ending
pursuit of projects that require very high
levels of solid-state power. Summit II will
pick up where Olympus leaves off.
Though our Summit systems have
proven themselves in the market with
seven years of 100 percent availability,
Summit II will carry that legacy forward
with even greater reliability, less weight,
a smaller footprint, faster reaction time

and superior diagnostics.
Another recent launch was our 5G

interference rejection filter for C-band
operators.

Question: 2019 was a fantastic year
for Advantech; what do you expect
2020 to have in store?
Tony Radford: 2020 is going to be a
busy year for us. We have a long list of
new products we’re planning to launch.
In addition to our satcom products, we
launched a new pulsed amplifier
platform last year. Though Advantech
isn’t well known for RADAR products,
we have decades of experience in
pulsed and CW/pulsed amplifier
deployments.

Last year we launched a new
Troposcatter amplifier line that will be

Olympus Line - High-Power Solid State Power Amplifier System

expanding upon this year. Also, our line
of RF converters will be getting a face
lift, as will our universal controllers –
including touch screen front panels.

Though Advantech is not a system
integrator per se, we won’t hesitate to
integrate our amplifier systems with
antennas up to 13 meters. Our new
Summit II is designed to be suitable for
mounting on the work platforms of large
aperture antennas.

The Advantech design team is hard
at work on a list of initiatives that will
combine the best elements of multiple
products and drive an increase in
performance and manufacturability.
Soon, we will announce our entrance
into a new technology that will give us
access to a market where we’ve never
played before, so stay tuned!
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Capacity and stability
Atlantic Microwave, a recent subsidiary of ETL Systems,
supplies RF and microwave solutions to the satellite
communications market across telecommunications, broadcast,
and defence. Satellite Evolution’s Laurence Russell spoke to
John Dunstan, Sales Manager, to see how they’ve handled
operating since being acquired by ETL, and what new
innovations they’ve brought to the industry.John Dunstan, Sales

Manager

Photo courtesy of Atlantic Microwave
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Question: Last year you were
acquired by ETL Systems. How has
this benefited Atlantic Microwave?
John Dunstan: As a company we have
been developing components for over
30 years, and over the last four, we have
expanded into the world of satcom
testing.

ETL brings us increased capacity
and stability of a larger manufacturer.
We have more production power, a
bigger pool of expertise to draw upon,
and access to wider markets than we’ve
ever seen before. We have been able to
use them for board design and chip
placement which has let us focus our
attention elsewhere. We remain fairly
autonomous, with the ability to work
close to our strengths and communicate
directly with our customers as we
always have.

Question: We’re interested in hearing
more about your Test Loop
Translators; what features do they
offer?
John Dunstan: Our range of Test Loop
Translators (TLTs) offer high stability,
low phase noise, and local and remote
ethernet control of the synthesiser
controll ing translation. They are
designed to mimic the satellite uplink
and downlink feeds to set up a satellite
dish correctly.

Some teleports use arrays of in-built
test equipment, although from what
we’ve seen, plenty of test work is
conducted through portable devices,
because many station operators either
don’t have room in their installations or
they don’t have the capex to
permanently install that kind of bulky
equipment.

That’s where we come in. Our TLTs
allow dishes to be tested in S, C, X, Ku,
Ka, and now Q-bands. Our technology
incorporates fundamental frequency
face-lock oscillators, double balance
mixers for block translation and to strip
out the convert frequencies. We can go
uplink and downlink and run
instantaneous monitoring of frequency
power and modulation.

We’re pleased to provide so much
variety in our solutions, but we really
shine with the degree with which we’re
able to work with our customers,
listening to and delivering on their exact
needs.

Question: What makes using reliable
Satellite Simulators so necessary for
the ground segment, and how do
your simulators deliver on that?
John Dunstan: Our Satellite Simulators
replace the role of a satellite for ground
segment testing. A simulator tests off-
air offering a simple, reliable method of
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Photo courtesy of STN

verification without interfering with a live
satellite. That differs from a test loop
translator, which runs via a coax, which
you would run in-house.

People test using Satell ite
Simulators instead of live satellites for
much the same reason people test their
brakes in a garage before going on the
road.

Testing is essential because of how
costly a confirmed fault can be. With a
Satellite Simulator, you can avoid that
completely.

Question: We spotted you back at
Three Counties Defence and Security
Expo showcasing the latest in
satellite and RF technology to the
military market. Do you consider
military communications a strong
growth area?
John Dunstan: We’ve got a lot of
experience in the military market.
Developing military comms has been a
fundamental pillar of what we provide,
which has fit well with our engineer-led
bespoke approach to service. We work

closely with our customers to deliver the
tightest of requirements and military
compliance standards.

Atlantic Microwave has always
worked like this, tailoring service direct
to the customer, and it’s how we always
will.

The military vertical is not a place

one can find success with overnight. It’s
something that took us a great deal of
time and effort to develop the foothold
we have, steadily gaining our customers
respect after delivering quality time and
time again. We have found that our RF
components are particularly in demand
from our military customers, which are

Photo courtesy of Atlantic Microwave
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faced with a number of unique
challenges where having the right
components in place is critical.

It ’s that kind of reliabil ity and
diligence that’s at the heart of Atlantic
Microwave.

Question: In the past, we’ve heard
certain commentators claim that the
ground segment needs to ‘catch up’
with rapidly advancing satellite
technology across innovations such
as HTS and LEO. Do you have any
thoughts on that claim?
John Dunstan: The ground station
absolutely has to keep up. The brave
new world of new satellite technologies
can make waves by racing ahead all it
wants, but it all rather falls flat when the
technology on the ground they’re
ultimately working with doesn’t match
the specs in orbit.

Ground stations have to adapt, and
as they do the testing process will
become steadily more str ingent.
Stations have to deliver lower phase
noise, sharper defined bandwidths, and

better ability to define group delay.
Some of our customers have started

demanding these things, which we’ve
been happy to deliver. As ground
stations rush to modernise for the new
era of satellite communications, we’ve
found ourselves being chosen above
others for delivering strong testing
because we’ve worked so hard to stay
ahead of the curve in that area.

Question: What are your expect-
ations for the industry from your
position in the years ahead?
John Dunstan: We major on both
components and cables, that’s our
mainstay and we expect those to
continue to be impor tant for our
customers. RF components are often
overlooked as simply something that
need to be purchased but getting it right
can be key to ensuring resilience
throughout the satellite networks.

At the same time the growth for us
in satcom is Satellite Simulators and
Test Loop Translators. That’s where
we’ve really been innovating, and that’s

what we’ve earned such a strong
reputation for delivering.

Not only have we had a strong 2019,
we’ve also got a lot more in store in the
months ahead, so I would encourage
the industry to watch this space, as we
build upon our successes.

Andrew Bond, Sales & Marketing
Director, ETL Systems added: “Having
acquired Atlantic Microwave at the
beginning of last year, we have been
able to br ing its range of RF
components to our global customers. At
the satellite communications industry
continues to evolve, it is becoming
increasingly challenging for customers
to identify the right RF components for
the intended application and
specifications. Atlantic Microwave’s
broad range of components coupled
with its unrivalled knowledge and
understanding and ability to develop
custom solutions, means that it is able
to address those challenges and help
our customers save investment in time
and money.”

Photo courtesy of Atlantic Microwave
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Gilat Satellite Network Headquarters. Photo courtesy of Gilat

Electronically steered antenna
terminal makes headway in support
of in-flight connectivity
Electronically steered antennas (ESA) are seen as the answer to the mobility connectivity
challenges of the future as increasingly large numbers of MEO and LEO constellations come
online. Gilat demonstrates the first-ever in-flight operation on commercial aircraft over Ka-band,
as outlined by Doreet Oren, Director Product Marketing & Corporate Communications at Gilat
Satellite Networks.

On 11 December 2019, Gilat Satellite Networks became
the first in the industry to successfully achieve in-flight
connectivity (IFC) using an electronically steered antenna
(ESA). The flight, which took place on a Honeywell Boeing
757 commercial test aircraft, demonstrated full gate-to-gate
connectivity over the Ka-band capacity of Telesat’s Telstar
19 VANTAGE GEO HTS satellite.

The 18 passengers, which included Gilat, Honeywell, and
Telesat engineers, were part of a barrier-breaking test that
successfully demonstrated broadband connectivity
throughout the flight enabled by Gilat’s ESA terminal. The

passengers on board concurrently used broadband
applications, including streaming 4K and Full HD YouTube
videos, surfing the web, and listening to streaming music
services. In addition, with the flight cruising at 37,000 feet, a
high-quality live-streaming video call was conducted from
somewhere over the Caribbean Sea to Gilat’s North American
offices. Impressively, the ESA demonstrated broadband
connectivity with download speeds of 21.8Mbps and upload
speeds of 8Mbps.

Passengers were able to remain connected from the time
they left the gate until the plane landed several hours later,
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Gilat achieves ESA industry milestone

including during takeoff and landing. Connectivity was
uninterrupted by bank turn manoeuvres, repeated triangular
flight paths, rain on the ground, in-air turbulence, and flying
in and out of beams.

Taking IFC to the next level
Recognizing the limitation of on-the-move antennas, Gilat’s
team developed and successfully deployed the world’s first
electronically steered antenna (ESA) flying on a commercial
aircraft over Ka-band. The ESA doesn’t have moving parts,
which reduces the risk of mechanical failure to nearly zero.
Its construction allows for faster beam tracking performance
than the mechanical on-the-move antenna, and it features
full electronic beam steering and a flat panel with an extremely
low profile.

While the plane is in motion, the ESA system steers the
beam electronically and maintains simultaneous receive and
transmit tracking of the satellite. The new ESA technology is
more adept at handling fast changes in either the moving
platform, in this case the plane, or with the target satellite.
For instance, it can handle fast beam switching, as well as
continue to track both LEO and MEO satellites as the plane
continuously moves across the sky. It can also switch between
GEO/LEO/MEO satellites in an instant.

As demonstrated during the test flight, passengers were
able to maintain their Internet connections regardless of
external forces. Rain, manoeuvres, flight paths, turbulence
and flying in and out of beams were unable to disrupt the
passengers’ online experience. Throughout the flight, the user
experience remained unchanged, as HD videos continued
to stream throughout the flight.

The importance of IFC ESA on non-Geostationary orbit
(NGSO) constellations
 ESA technology is particularly important to connect with
lower-orbiting, next-generation, NGSO constellations. These
lower orbiting LEO and MEO constellations while being the

solution to latency-sensitive applications pose further tracking
challenges on the tracking terminal.

NGSO satellites are continuously orbiting the planet, and
not maintaining a constant geolocation overhead, such as
GEO satellites. In the case of LEO constellations, a single
satellite may be seen overhead for a few minutes at a time.
Hence the constellations are made of tens of such satellites
for MEO and hundreds and even thousands for LEO, with
the antenna needing to switch between the dawning one and
the rising one, many times during the flight. These satellites
are naturally in opposite beam looking locations for the
antenna. The ESA terminal switches between two beams
instantaneously, with no mechanical limitations to the
switching time. Therefore, it can switch between two orbiting
LEO satellites immediately and negate the interruption.

Inside the ESA technology
Gilat installed its industry-leading IFC modem and the latest
generation of its phased-array innovative ESA terminal into
the Honeywell plane.

The Ka-band RFIC chipset is the core building block in

Honeywell's test aircraft
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Gilat’s ESA offering and allows airlines to meet the increasing
communication needs of its passengers. It’s designed to meet
and leverage the advances in the newest satell ite
constellations.

For example, it was built to handle multi-beams,
seamlessly transition from one satellite to the next, and allow
for mobility, which are just some of the features that will be
supported on upcoming LEO and MEO satellites. The Gilat
ESA terminals are built for efficiency, as they achieve high
performance and throughput rates while maintaining low
power consumption.

The ESA Ka-band aero-terminal features an ultra-low-
profile phased array fuselage-mounted antenna, for GEO and
NGSO constellations. Its full electronic beam steering is
capable of ultra-fast switching, at less than 1msec. With no
moving parts, the antenna is highly reliable. It contains high
gain, software-defined transmit and receive arrays, built with
Gilat’s end-to-end in-house technology. The system includes
Gilat’s industry-leading aero modem, integrated RF and
antenna, which are powered by Gilat’s advanced third
generation RFIC core.

One of the biggest advantages of the ESA system is that
the only aircraft LRUs (Line Replaceable Units) are the
fuselage-mounted antenna unit and the modem. There are
no additional KRFU or KANDU units, which are heavy LRUs
associated with mechanically steered solutions. This makes
the ESA solution robust and lightweight, and its installation
on aircraft is fast, easy and considerably less expensive. The
weight, robustness and fast installation are all extremely

appealing to any airline, as it greatly reduces a jetliner’s time
on the ground.

The need for ESA has never been greater
The successful test flight meets the communication needs
of the aero market including both commercial jetliners and
smaller jets that until now could not be served efficiently by
existing solutions and opens up great opportunity for Gilat
both over GEO satellites and NGSO constellations.

Now, with a successful in-flight test completed, Gilat has
proven that its ESA can meet the needs of the commercial
airlines and its passengers. As Gilat looks ahead, there are
several different applications for this technology, over both
GEO and NGSO constellations.

Both business and the military are driving a surge in the
need for mobile satellite connectivity. In addition to
commercial airplanes and private business jets, many other
platforms require internet connectivity that can keep up with
its need for high speed, low latency communications. Naval
vessels and cruise ships, which traverse oceans and seas
far from cell towers as well as high-speed trains and
automobiles are all looking for improved broadband
connectivity solutions.

Gilat believes that using its innovative technology, the ESA
can deliver high-speed connectivity to a range of mobility
platforms and applications in the air, on land, or at sea. Its
system architecture is fully scalable in both size and
performance, which allows it to meet the needs of the different
stakeholders.

Gilat's first-to-flight ESA terminal achieves another industry-first
Gilat’s first-to-flight Electronically Steered Antenna (ESA) terminal achieved yet another industry-first with in-flight
connectivity over NGSO, that nicely positions Gilat to win the vast opportunities available in the ESA market. The
demonstration showed high performance and instantaneous Ka-band switchovers between and operating on Telesat’s
Phase 1 LEO satellite and its Anik-F3 GEO satellite, onboard Honeywell’s Boeing 757 commercial test aircraft, across
several flight tests.

Gilat’s high throughput and small form factor ESA operated
continuously over GEO then instantaneously switched connectivity
to operate on LEO when it came into view, and back to GEO after
operating on LEO. The ESA terminal demonstrated high
performance, with broadband throughput of up to 58 Mbit/sec on
both FWD and RTN, round trip delay as low as 18msec and robust
operation at low elevation angles of down to 20 degrees.

Gilat’s ESA is a no moving parts, full electronic beam steering
flat panel antenna with an extremely low profile. Gilat’s innovative
design combines the benefits of ESA with the advantages of Ka-
band, as highlighted by the performance achieved in this testing.
The ESA terminal serves both GEO and NGSO constellations and as such opens the market to low latency real-time
applications.

Gilat’s multi-orbit ESA switchover capabilities will enable airlines to future-proof their connectivity decisions,” said
Michel Forest, Director of Systems Engineering for the LEO Program at Telesat. “Airlines will be able to access high-
performing Ka-band connectivity today, and easily incorporate LEO low-latency connectivity without replacing terminals.
Our ongoing development efforts with our valued partner Gilat will ensure airlines have flexibility and ability to meet
their inflight data requirements of the future.”

“Gilat’s innovative ESA terminal opens up great opportunities in the commercial and business aviation markets with
a winning proposition that addresses the two major ESA industry growth dynamics: mobility, with emphasis on in-flight
connectivity, and the upcoming NGSO constellations,” said Roni Stoleru, Vice President Antenna Products & Strategy
at Gilat. “We are appreciative of the collaboration with our long-standing partners, Honeywell and Telesat and look
forward to continued cooperation.”
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Q&A ViaLite

Meeting industry
demand
ViaLite is a UK developer of RF over fibre satellite
communication components to support ground stations,
broadcast and GPS link operation. After releasing their System
Designer Tool in early 2019, the company went on to enjoy a
successful year meeting customer demand. Satellite Evolution’s
Laurence Russell met with ViaLite’s Richard Jacklin, Director of
Sales, to ask what’s behind the company’s success, and how
they plan to meet industry demand in the near future.

Richard Jacklin,
Director of Sales

Photo courtesy of ViaLite

Q&A ViaLite

Q
&

A Question: ViaLite’s parent company,
Pulse Power & Measurement Ltd
(PPM), has recently expanded its
business operations. Can you give
some more details behind this
growth?
Richard Jacklin: Our parent company
is a group of four divisions, with ViaLite
being the commercial realisation of the
RF over fibre technology platform.

PPM as a parent business
possesses two other groups that are
borne out of that same platform of RF
over fibre technology. We have a PPM
‘Test’ business geared to high-end EMC
electromagnetic pulse testing and a
PPM ‘Systems’ group that serves the
defence market. PPM Power is a high-
power component distribution business.

All those groups are expanding.
We’re based near Swindon, where

we’ve invested in a new unit to support
expanded operations. That decision
was entirely driven by growth across the
groups, which has been a concurrent
trend year-on-year.

One of the drivers pushing ViaLite’s
growth can be attr ibuted to the
continued rollout of Ka-band. We
provide a lot of Ka-band antenna links,
but more than that, Ka-band requires a
lot of signal diversity.

If one ground station location is
subject to inclement weather, you need
to be able to divert traffic to a different
location. We provide the connections
which allow operators to facilitate those
long-distance links. These are 50km+
links, which have kept us very busy this
year across many regions in North
America, Europe and the Asia-Pacific.

Another key driver has come from
broadcast. We do a lot of backhauling
from wireless camera and audio links
for outside broadcast events. We’re now
coming up to an even year which is
when you see landmark sporting events
coming around, which in 2020 will
include the Tokyo Olympic Games and
UEFA Championship. The businesses
behind these events invest heavily, so
many broadcast developers like us are
seeing demand sharply rise.

Question: What were the other key
highlights for ViaLite’s business in
2019?
Richard Jacklin: We always like to
bring fresh ideas to the market. What
we’ve seen is, as links become more
feature-rich and complex across long
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capacity, customers need more support
with designing their systems.

We’re particularly proud of our
System Designer Tool, which allows our
customers to design long distance links
and other complex systems in the world
of RF over fibre technology. We’ve
managed to encapsulate our chief
architects’ and CTOs’ knowledge base
and wrap it into a software program
which we can then share with our
customers.

We’ve already had feedback from
users regarding how much time it’s
saved them and how they’ve integrated
it into their planning schedules. That’s
been a real feather in our cap.

Compared against other developers
on the market, we’re finding ourselves
being more software driven recently,
which we anticipate only becoming
more central to these sor ts of
communication products as we inch
closer to the long-predicted automation
revolution in industry.

In 2019 we also announced our C-
band 7.5 GHz link. We’ve now seen that
installed and operational in our
customers’ sites. The whole idea of
going up in frequency is to give our
customers wider bandwidth links so
they can transport their signals all in one
go rather than splitting it out into
500MHz segments.

With this process, less equipment
is needed running on the antenna’s

side, for example LNBs or BUCs. When
equipment has to be on location next
to the dish, it needs support to ensure
efficiency and good product life, like rain
shelters, aircon fans, etc., which is
expensive to provide. With more space
in the control rooms, more technology
can be housed in that optimum
environment where electronics will see
maximum efficiency.

Question: What are the key markets
for ViaLite and what changes have
you seen in these markets?
Richard Jacklin: Our business is
spread across three primary areas. We
have satell ite ground stations,
specifically the linking of dishes into
equipment rooms and diverse links; we
have broadcast, mainly backhauling of
wireless cameras and microphones into
OB trucks; and finally, timing and GPS
signal distribution, which broadcast
does make use of, but is mainly for data
centres which need to distribute signals
into specific end points.

In satellite ground stations we’ve
noticed a drive toward smaller form
factors, which we think is partly due to
the oncoming rollout of LEO
constellations. The LEO gateways on
the ground are going to be quite
different to the traditional large scale
satcom seven metre dishes used for
GEO.

What you’re likely to see will be a

group of Ka-band and Ku-band dishes,
perhaps a collection of five close
together, which will be managing the
constellation as they move across the
sky.

The LEO providers are going to
need many, many gateways around the
world, which will be a huge scale-up in
the number of dishes that are set to see
deployment.

In broadcast, a lot of our customers
have diverse links across camera and
audio, which has encouraged us to
modularise our products into dual boxes
that can be quickly installed in a peli-
case or one of our outdoor enclosures
to be deployed on a portable basis.
We’ve seen strong success providing
those sorts of solutions.

We’re seeing an increase in GPS
timing business from specific finance
and regulatory directives coming in.
ViaLite is supporting an increasing
number of data centres.

Question: What’s on the horizon for
ViaLite in 2020 and beyond?
Richard Jacklin: Leaving the EU sits
on our horizon, but we think we’re in
pretty good shape for it at the moment.
Europe is a percentage of our exports,
and the equipment that we import is
often low rated by import tax. So, even
if there is a no-deal result, in which case
we would deal with the World Trade
Organization (WTO), we wouldn’t see
much of a hit.

We’ve been very busy from a sales
perspective, and we’ve seen a lot of
momentum with product development
and rollout in 2019. Our goals are now
to keep our pace to the standard we’ve
managed in 2019, and our new
investments will help us do that.

We’re going to continue looking into
emerging technologies in software,
looking at AI and machine learning
themes, which is influencing our
decision making. In diverse switching,
that technology doesn’t only look at
levels, it also predicting what happens
next, factoring in weather forecasts and
interference patterns, which is
revolutionary.

Making use of the increasingly data
orientated world to create more
sophisticated applications will power
our ability to deliver new and better
solutions, and we think our momentum
from 2019 will help us realise those new
paradigms.
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Gaming at 33,000 feet – But keep an
eye on your data
With satellite connectivity more ubiquitous, affordable and high-speed than ever before, the
global mobility markets are really taking off. Aviation is seeing huge gains in both traditional
inflight connectivity and entertainment spheres, as well as new applications, such as shopping,
social media, and live gaming. There are also new challenges on the consumer front, relating to
data privacy.

When we consider the amount of technology around us
today, it’s undeniable that we’re living in a golden age. Our
homes and daily lives have become stuffed full of Smart
devices like phones, tablets, TVs, coffee machines, utilities
meters, all connected and communicating by high-speed
Internet. We’ve certainly come a long way from dumb phones,
dial-up Internet and coat-hanger TV aerials in the last couple
of decades; today, we have fridges that can place orders for
their own supplies, vehicles capable of driving themselves,
and automatic monitoring of everything from ships at sea to
agricultural equipment, thanks to the Internet of Things.

Where this new era of connectivity and Smart devices
really comes into its own, is the mobility sector. Thanks to
the latest generation of high-speed, high capacity satellites,
vessels on land, in the air, or at sea can stay just as well-

connected as the average office or home. That opens up a
whole new host of options for consumers; I can get a bus
and do my grocery shop online at the same time; I can do my
Internet banking and pay utility bills while on a train to Europe;
I can even shop for Christmas and birthday gifts from the
(relative) comfort of a transatlantic flight!

It’s no wonder the inflight connectivity and entertainment
as a market is booming. There’s some dispute over how much
- Industry Research estimates a CAGR of 7.77 percent in
2019-2024, while Kenneth Research expects a CAGR of
18.65 percent in 2018-2024 - but everyone agrees, it’s on
the up, and by quite some margin. And this inflight connectivity
is only set to get faster. Some airlines are now looking at
incorporating 5G connectivity, only very recently launched,
to boost high-speed air-to-ground capabilities, with several

Photo courtesy of lassedesignen/Shutterstock
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Some familiar faces were on board for the flight

Chinese airlines reportedly exploring their options.
Indeed, there have been a number of noteworthy

developments in inflight connectivity over the last twelve
months that signal changes to day-to-day operations might
be looming.

Inflight espionage
It’s 2020, and digital privacy plays a key role in the lives of
billions of people around the world. Every day we’re subject
to adverts for cybersecurity apps, reminders on using complex
passwords, and not using the same PIN number for
everything. And every day, countless individuals, companies
and government institutes are subject to a huge variety of
breaches, some successful and some not.

Accordingly, many of us are becoming increasingly wary
in all aspects of life; we use antivirus software on our devices,
we shred impor tant documents, and we incorporate
increasingly complex systems, such as iris or fingerprint
scanning, to access our electric devices, homes, and places
of work. Privacy and security are of the utmost importance
today for so many of us. We reproach the huge amount of
monitoring of our everyday lives, with ‘Big Brother’ watching
over us, despite state assertions that it’s in our own interests.

And yet, in August 2019 it was revealed that an updated
privacy policy means that Cathay Pacific customers are
having their movements and preferences recorded at the
airport and on board planes, and that the information and
images will be stored ‘as long as necessary,’ as described by
the airline itself.

Forbes reported that the new policy was brought into effect
in August, and that images taken from CCTV both on the
ground and in the air, as well as other data, could be held
indefinitely.

Cathay Pacific is reportedly collecting “information such
as previous travel arrangements, feedback about your
experiences, details of lost luggage and other claims, your
use of our inflight entertainment system and inflight
connectivity, your images captured via CCTV in our airport
lounges and aircraft.”

That’s a lot of very personal information for a commercial
airline to keep safe, and even the company acknowledges
that while they’ll be making security a priority, “no data
transmission over the Internet … can be guaranteed to be
secure from intrusion.” This follows 2018 reports that 9.4
million Cathay Pacific passengers had their data, including
passport numbers and ID cards, stolen after a particularly
large breach. The airline also admits that passenger data
could be shared with third party partners for marketing
purposes.

Cathay Pacific isn’t entirely alone in worrying passengers
when it comes to sensitive information. Earlier in 2019,
passengers on board American Airlines, Delta Air Lines,
Singapore Airlines and United Airlines reported that the
inflight entertainments screens now come complete with
cameras. The airlines asserted that the cameras are not
active, and later covered the cameras to placate passengers.
Some airlines are reportedly planning on utilising the cameras
to enable video calls.

There’s a lot at stake here. With Cathay Pacific now openly
storing customer data – and we all know that, in the right
hands, data is money – the door is open for other airlines to

follow suit. Some passengers are bound to vote with their
feet. While these kinds of data storing activities are limited to
a handful of airlines, that may change in the years to come
as more airlines get in on the action. For some customers,
it’s not so much the sale of their data, but the storage itself –
people still like to believe in their right to privacy and
anonymity, but in an increasingly digital age, this is fast
becoming a distant dream. Meanwhile, for those with
malicious intent, airline cybersecurity measures are likely to
crack eventually, with massive quantities of data ripe for the
taking.

The inflight gaming revolution
The gaming sector has been quietly transformed in the last
decade or so; no longer the preserve of teenage boys hiding
out in their parents’ basements, clicking buttons until all ours
of the morning, gaming has become extremely mainstream,
thanks in part to the recent changes we’ve seen in society.
With hugely popular extremely clever celebrities such as Brian
Cox and Neil deGrasse Tyson making being smart ‘cool,’
(although I’m told by our younger News and Social Media
Editor that the word is now ‘safe,’ and only old people are
using ‘cool’), and hit shows such as The Big Bang Theory
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celebrating high-IQ scientists, we’ve seen a massive surge
in interest in traditionally geeky pastimes, such as comic
books, cosplay, and gaming.

The demographics of gamers have shifted significantly.
The average age is much older than you’d expect, with
millennials making up the largest proportion of today’s
gamers, and women are increasingly coming on board.
There’s also huge money to be made in gaming. We recently
saw a UK-based 15-year-old boy win a global Fortnite
challenge, bringing home half of a £1.8 million prize
(apparently, he plans to buy his mother a house). Gaming is
now big business, with millions of people around the world
not just gaming but watching videos of other people gaming
on platforms like YouTube and Twitch. Moreover, competitive
gaming is moving beyond the Earth and into the skies, thanks
to high-speed satellite connectivity.

Gaming tournament
Over the summer of 2019, Israel’s EL AL airline hosted its
first gaming tournament inflight and streamed it to tens of
thousands of watchers back on Earth utilising connectivity
from Viasat. The flight from Tel Aviv to London hosted four or
Israel’s biggest YouTube stars embarked on a live gaming
competition.

“EL AL is proud to be the first airline to present a gaming
flight out of Israel and to enable the gaming tournament for
leading gamers,” said El Al Vice President of Commercial
and Industry Affairs Michael Strassburger. “This is an
innovative marketing step made possible by EL AL’s high-
speed Internet experience and varied media content that we
offer our customers.”

The participants, which included gamers and YouTube
stars Eyal Yossef, Shlomi Ben Atar, Ben Keysar and Guy

Podolitch, competed in a number of games, including Marvel
Ultimate Alliance 3, FIFA, Super Smash Bros and Brawlhalla,
on Nintendo Switch consoles. Tens of thousands of viewers
on the ground watched the live stream over YouTube,
Facebook and gaming website Twitch, facilitated by Viasat’s
satellite network.

EL AL’s move towards inflight gaming doesn’t stand in
isolation. In February 2019, Panasonic Avionics Corporation
and IMG announced esports as the latest addition to Sport
24 Extra’s live inflight entertainment programming. The live,
organized, competitive gaming will be accessible to
passengers via the IMG-owned and produced Sport 24 Extra
channel, which is available exclusively inflight on Panasonic-
equipped aircraft. According to Panasonic, introducing
esports to the aircraft cabin will enhance the passenger
experience by providing more engaging inflight gaming
viewing options. It will also improve operational efficiency by
providing long-lasting value on investment and drive new
business opportunities through advertising and attracting a
new audience.

“As passengers get younger and airlines become more
digital, the need for new and engaging content is increasingly
essential to compete,” said David Bartlett, Chief Technology
Officer of Panasonic Avionics Corporation. “Esports brings
significant value to an airline by enhancing the passenger
experience with engaging content that has garnered one of
the fastest growing audiences in entertainment. Similar to
traditional sports, esports is most valuable when broadcasted
live. Past live esports tournaments and matches have seen
viewership surpass traditional sports. For airlines, these
innovative solutions provide a game-changing way to
differentiate themselves in the market, and a unique way to
drive ancillary revenue generation.”

Photo courtesy of Pexels
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Across the pond and back again:
Shipping the HbbTV baton to
European broadcasters
For an industry as young as OTT, the sector is undergoing some major developmental changes
and leaps forward in technologies and capabilities, with the vastly different set ups in the USA
and Europe advancing each other in turn. Oliver Botti, Head of International Business
Development and Innovation at Fincons Group, outlines unexpected hidden potential for HbbTV.

Hybrid broadcast and broadband TV (HbbTV) has been
an evolving reality for over a decade in Europe. Using lessons
learned from Europe’s pioneering implementation, the USA
has only recently launched its own equivalent standard: ATSC
3.0. Standing strong on the foundations laid by previous
experience in Europe, US broadcasters are not only able to
avoid falling into the same time-consuming and costly pitfalls
but are also able to launch next generation platforms directly
in synergy with their OTT efforts. Today, the insights gained
from the recent developments of ATSC 3.0 in the US are
now travelling back across the Atlantic, highlighting aging
features of European OTT platforms and prompting innovation
to get back in line with customer experience expectations.

The need for revamp in fact lies primarily in supporting critical
new innovations such as improved user experience (UX) and
addressable advertising by combining OTT with Linear TV –
both essential features to an HbbTV solution.

Creating a ‘lean-back’ experience
While the last decade has fine-tuned the functionality element
of Hybrid TV, user interfaces are still not strong enough from
a UX perspective. With the standard of user-friendliness being
in constant evolution as consumers interact with new
capabilities in other devices and apps, usability is something
that must continuously be revised. Today, many European
broadcasters are fully aware of the need to give their first-
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Oliver Botti, Head of International Business Development
and Innovation at Fincons Group

generation interfaces a user experience design facelift. Given
the high-ranking position of ‘ease of use’ as a criterion for
viewers choosing an OTT platform, investing in functionality
certainly pays off in the end. Adopting the following HbbTV-
enabled interface designs and functionalities will be key to
providing an optimal user experience to viewers in Europe:

Recommendation and prediction systems
The goal is to achieve a ‘lean-back’ experience for viewers,
rather than an exhaustingly interactive one. So as not to
overwhelm viewers, it is important to strike a balance between
abundance of content and practicality. Although it is now
technically possible to display thousands of movies or TV
shows, this would prove simply too much to consume.
Paradoxically, more choice often leads to lower customer
satisfaction, as it leaves viewers feeling frustrated and
paralysed in a constant state of scrolling in search for the
‘right’ content. The key is to present an optimal amount of
choice – something which can be achieved by improving the
accuracy of recommendation and prediction systems in order
to narrow-down the selection for each user profile.

Auto-play features
When a viewer turns on the TV, they expect something to be
playing, whether it is in the background or in a small window.
Viewer behaviours were established many years ago, and
consumers carry through an expectation of a video streaming
content from traditional TV. By including auto-play features,
broadcasters are able to emulate the experience of traditional
TV by making sure something is always playing; this means
that trailers for similar television shows might pop up right
after their show’s season finale has just blown up. Or else,
the next episode of Friends may automatically begin after

they’ve completed the last, enabling dangerously effortless
telethons and successfully improving channel stickiness.
Emblematic of subscription video-on-demand services
(SVOD) like Netflix and Amazon Instant Video, this strategy
of maximizing audience captivation is now available to next-
generation entertainment providers too.

Photo courtesy of jenskreuter.de/unsplash
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On-screen interactivity commands
Similarly, it is critical that viewers are able to pick up a remote
control and know how to navigate the interface without any
manual or heavy on-screen instructions. A new functionality
enabled with Next Gen TV is interactivity achieved through
the “More” button – allowing users to select something
displayed on the TV to get additional, enhanced or augmented
content. This draws on basic web design concepts and applies
them to the TV screen to support expected viewer familiarity.
Lower-screen snipes can provide additional information to
TV spectators without them having to swap channel, such as
sports score updates on their team’s on-going game, or the
release dates for the next season of The Crown. Viewers
should be guided, but not to the extent of compromising the
design with cluttered instructions. While on-screen keyboards
(OSKs) are a common widget, voice commands and input
are highly recommended to improve practicality.

User-based personalization
Next Gen Digital TV platforms must also recognize that TVs
tend to be shared devices, while also enabling some degree
of personalization to accommodate for differing user
preferences within the same household. Some level of
personalization is attractive, such as offering different
interface colors, although a limited palette is easier on the
eye and leads focus back to content. Data-collecting
personalization which aim to improve the experience based
on viewing habits should be done on an opt-in basis and
carefully deployed to be cognizant of a viewer’s privacy.
Offering the option of creating lists of favourite programs and
alerting options for the release of ‘starred’ shows are good
personalization starting points. Finally, while user-based
personalization can enhance the experience, changing
identities should be quite simple and avoid the need to create
account and logins for each identity, leaning instead towards
multiple profiles within just one account.

Offering AI-powered advertising
Also transitioning towards data-driven experiences are
adverts, as the online targeted advertising we are accustomed

to makes its way over to HbbTV. Broadcasters have started
to significantly invest in realising the addressable advertising
potential of HybridTV. AI-powered OTT advertising enables
contextual adver tising, for example, which displays
advertising based on video context recognition. Adverts can
also be specifically tailored to the account owner’s customer
demographic and based on which household members are
presently sitting on the living room sofa. This thereby
increases the chances that the viewer will be interested in
the advertised product. Other features include shoppable
content, which allows broadcasters to display an e-commerce
catalogue of products as they appear within a TV show –
meaning that viewers can literally buy their favourite
character’s outfit while watching the episode in which they
are sporting it. This is a prime example of the marriage
between linear TV and OTT TV and of how user experience
on the main screen can fully exploit the potentials of broadcast
and broadband convergence. Such features are further
enhanced through second screen viewing, with research
showing that viewers are 75 percent more likely to actively
respond to a TV commercial they viewed while simultaneously
using a mobile device. In light of this, the broad spectrum of
tools enabled by HbbTV appropriately build on the growing
trend of multi-device consumption and facilitate a more fluid
experience for those engaging with multiple devices all at
once.

Just as Europe paved the way for ATSC 3.0, the new US
standard has returned the favour by revealing unexpected
hidden potential for HbbTV. Broadcasters in Europe wishing
to remain competitive on the global and internal market should
refer to ATSC 3.0 and can benefit from its impulse. Taking
inspiration from the very latest best-practice developments
in the USA, European digital platforms must pay particular
attention to the user experience element of their interface
whilst harnessing the benefits unlocked by targeted
advertising.

By exploring these new possibilities, broadcasters can
take part in the living room revolution now and be better
placed to keep pace with the fast-moving trends and features
of HbbTV in the future.

Photo courtesy of  glenn carstens peters/unsplash
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Rémi Beaudouin, Chief Strategy
Officer

ATEME at IBC

Q&A ATEME

Q
&

A
What does the future
hold?
ATEME is a French broadcast equipment company specialised
in video compression, encoding and decoding, operating
globally with clients in more than sixty countries. In 2019, it
launched its TITAN Playout channel origination solution and its
BISS-CA conditional access software. Satellite Evolution’s
Laurence Russell sat down with Rémi Beaudouin, Chief
Strategy Officer, to talk about the recent releases, and
speculate about the potential future of the broadcast industry.

Question: Would you like to introduce
TITAN Playout to us, and how it’s
tailored to the needs of content and
service providers?
Rémi Beaudouin: TITAN Playout is an
extension of our TITAN family, which is
a suite of pure software modules
dedicated to service and content
providers to enable video operations. It
used to cover only capture to delivery,
now we’re extending it to allow for
encoding, transcoding, streaming,
scheduling, branding, and even
automation so we can provide an all-
in-one cloud-ready playout solution that
you can deploy on- or off-premises or
to originate channels.

All of this is microservice-based so

that you can deploy each module when
and where you want on the scale you’re
working to wherever you need it
installed. It enables content providers
to renew their channel origination
operations and accelerate their move
to OTT and toward new apps.

Question: What can machine learning
algorithms and similar AI applic-
ations offer the broadcast industry?
Rémi Beaudouin: When it comes to
machine learning on our side, we’d
rather use it to improve video
compression and optimise processing.
That means, based on content analysis
we can automatically adjust encoding
parameters, resolution, codec, and the
number of profiles in real-time to render
the best video quality or the best
bandwidth efficiency per instance.
That’s software that doesn’t necessarily
need to be online either, so an
interrupted connection won’t slow you
down.

Question: You recently trialled BISS-
CA, your new conditional access
software with Eurovision Services to
support an international live
broadcast. Could you tell us a bit
about that?
Rémi Beaudouin: BISS-CA is a
complete solution for protecting content.
It’s a conditional access solution which
we deployed to trial its watermarking
feature with Eurovision Services.

BISS-CA leverages rolling keys
protection so that a broadcaster can
safeguard content and enable
protection. What we mean by that is our
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protection rolls through new parameters
every thirty seconds, so every half
minute the broadcaster renews the
protection of their security.

So, let’s assume you’re broad-
casting a football game. The game
owner can enable those broadcasters
that are allowed to decode it. On top of
that, we can enable watermarking, so
even if there’s a leak, we can see where
that leak originated from, and take
appropriate measures.

Question: With anti-piracy methods
and technology getting increasingly
advanced, do you foresee a turning
point in anti-piracy on the horizon?
Rémi Beaudouin: The fight against
piracy will never end. It’s a game of
attrition in which rights holders are
always finding new solutions to make
piracy methods prohibitively time-
consuming or expensive. Once pirates
or their users get bored, or frustrated
with a low standard of quality, most
prefer to simply pay the affordable costs
of the services legitimately hosting the
content.

The rolling keys function in BISS-CA
updating security every 30 seconds is
a great way of doing that. A pirate would
need very strong equipment and
algorithms to beat that, so in the unlikely
event that they can crack our
countermeasures, they’d be expending

so much, their racket would be wildly
unsustainable, and all for a substandard
product.

When you’re outpacing pirates that
much, their sites tend to disappear
pretty quickly.

Question: What technologies and
services currently available do you
think will have the most lasting
power in today’s rapidly developing
world?
Rémi Beaudouin: Surprisingly I’d say
the first generation of setup boxes from
twenty years ago may have the most
lasting power of any technology I’ve
seen in this industry.

The digital industry emerged based
on mpeg2 in the SD and HD definition.
Leading cable providers have deployed
hundreds, thousands, even millions of
mpeg2 setup boxes. The cost to change
that hardware is enormous. A leading
cable provider in the US may have thirty
million mpeg 2 setup boxes out there.
It’s incredibly expensive to change all
those out, and besides that, there’s just
no need.

Smartphones may change every six
months, but those boxes have really
stood the test of time.

Question: What innovations in cloud
technology are best supporting
video delivery?

Rémi Beaudouin: I’d say the ability to
dynamically load balance between
multiple clouds. It’s clear to everyone
that there’s a migration to cloud in this
industry. But then which cloud are you
talking about?

The private cloud, an off-site cloud,
a public cloud, there’s so many across
so many different businesses and
countr ies with multiple value
propositions.

I think the ability to load balance
between all those clouds through
various policies like price, availability,
performance, etc will be one of the cloud
delivery drivers that brings it to reality.

I think we’re at the beginning of a
new content consumption era. When
you look at the industry today, there is
a massive amount of content which we
can distr ibute with increasing
effectiveness across new developments
with 5G, DSL lines, and so on.

We’re able to arrange higher
resolution, reach a wide diversity of
devices, and use algorithms to more
accurately predict the tastes of the user
we serve.

We’re at the threshold of
transforming media consumption to be
more intelligent and unprecedentedly
personalised and revolutionise
entertainment, and that’s something
ATEME is very enthusiastic to
participate in.
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COMING SOON...
Enjoyed this issue of Satellite Evolution
EMEA? Well hold on to your hats, because
there is much more to come!

Coming up in Satellite Evolution EMEA -
March/April 2020:

 News
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 IoT
 Teleports
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